100 Mirrors Inclusive
Tools for the motivation of enterprising disabled women
The project is focused in promotes inclusive entrepreneurship for women with
disabilities. This is a continuation of 100 Mirrors project-http//www.100mirrors.eu but this time it will be selected from 5 European countries 100
disabled women entrepreneurs who serve as models for others wishing to start
their own business or strengthening their creative and entrepreneurial skills.

Kick off meeting
The 22nd and 23rd of November the
partnership met each other in the first
transnational meeting in Madrid. In these
firsts’ working days, partners talked about
the distribution of the Intellectual Outputs
production, project deadline, the financial
and administrative project and the strategy of dissemination. In other words,
these days the bases were clarified and the first steps were taken in the
formation of the lines of work that partnership would be shared from that
moment.

The strategy of dissemination and exploitation
One of the most important issues in the
project is the dissemination activities. The
bigger intention of the consortium is to
reach as many disable women, and
organisations which work with them, as
possible. Nowadays, with the global
possibilities, this is such an important work as a necessary one. For this, 100

Mirrors Inclusive project have started by creating a Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/100MirrorsIncl/?fref=ts. In the same way, the
partnership is working in the creation of a Website and the beginning is that the
domain is already done: it is www.100mirrors-inc.eu. It will be ready shortly!

Training Mobility in Malta
The next encounter is the most relevant one of the
project, because it will not be only a partnership
meeting, it will be a very special work days: two
trainers/researches and two disabled women
entrepreneurs of every partner will participate to a
short term joint staff training in Malta so to develop
a Concept note about the methodology to be
developed in the project.
The strength of the project lies in giving encouragement to the ambitions of
women with disabilities who want to start a business, from the root already
germinated of others who have already achieved it: from example to fact.

Stay Connected

Stay connected and keep up to date with the project by
visiting the 100Mirrors Inclusive website and by following us
on Facebook.
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